
Big Jubilee Read

The Big Jubilee Read is the BBC and The Reading Agency’s 2022 campaign to use the proven power of 
reading to unite the public around the shared stories that define our social and cultural heritage. A list 
of 70 great books from across the Commonwealth, ten from each decade of Her Majesty the Queen’s 
reign, have been selected by a panel of experts. We’ve created a Reading Friends resource for one book 
from each decade, with an extract and discussion questions. Death of a Naturalist was published in 
1966.

About the Book

For the fortieth anniversary of its publication, in May 2006, Faber reissued Seamus Heaney’s classic first 
collection, Death of a Naturalist, which on its appearance in 1966 won the Cholmondeley Award, the 
E.C. Gregory Award, the Somerset Maugham Award and the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize.

About the author

Seamus Heaney was born in County Derry in Northern Ireland. Death of a Naturalist, his first collection 
of poems, appeared in 1966, and was followed by poetry, criticism and translations which established 
him as the leading poet of his generation. In 1995 he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, and 
twice won the Whitbread Book of the Year for The Spirit Level (1996) and Beowulf (1999). Stepping 
Stones, a book of interviews conducted by Dennis O’Driscoll, appeared in 2008; Human Chain, his last 
volume of poems, was awarded the 2010 Forward Prize for Best Collection. He died in 2013.

Death of a Naturalist 
by Seamus Heaney

http://bbc.co.uk/arts
https://readingagency.org.uk/news/media/the-big-jubilee-read-booklist-announced.html
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Blackberry-Picking (p.8)

for Philip Hobsbaum

Late August, given heavy rain and sun

For a full week, the blackberries would ripen.

At first, just one, a glossy purple clot

Among others, red, green, hard as a knot.

You ate that first one and its flesh was sweet

Like thickened wine: summer’s blood was in it

Leaving stains upon the tongue and lust for

Picking. Then red ones inked up and that hunger

Sent us out with milk cans, pea tins, jam-pots

Where briars scratched and wet grass bleached our boots.

Round hayfields, cornfields and potato-drills

We trekked and picked until the cans were full,

Until the tinkling bottom had been covered

With green ones, and on top big dark blobs burned

Like a plate of eyes. Our hands were peppered

With thorn pricks, our palms sticky as Bluebeard’s.
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We hoarded the fresh berries in the byre.

But when the bath was filled we found a fur,

A rat-grey fungus, glutting on our cache.

The juice was stinking too. Once off the bush

The fruit fermented, the sweet flesh would turn sour.

I always felt like crying. It wasn’t fair

That all the lovely canfuls smelt of rot.

Each year I hoped they’d keep, knew they would not.
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Discussion Questions

	EHave you ever been blackberry picking or picked any fruit or vegetables? 

	EWhat did you do with the fruit after you’d picked it? 

	EHave you ever grown your own herbs, fruit or vegetables? 

	EWhat fruit do you like to eat? Why? 

	EDo you have other annual traditions you do by yourself or with others? 

	EHave you ever tried to keep something that didn’t last? Did you know it wouldn’t but tried anyway?

	EDo you like gardening? Do you have any houseplants? Is there something that you’re proud of? 

	EWhat other stories or poems published between 1962-71 would you recommend? 

Other Big Jubilee Read books published between 1962-1971:


